Year 4 Summer Term 2 Mat 6 SPaG
Can you put the inverted
commas into the correct place
in this direct speech sentence?

a

Mum, I’ve fallen and
hurt my knee!

Mr Whoops has accidentally c
jumbled up a possessive
pronoun word. Can you help him
to unjumble it?
srhe

delicate
friend
verbs

Can you write a pair of
homophones to match the
clues?
A loud noise you might
make when you are in pain:
______________

b

Tick the sentence that is
written in present perfect
tense:
I have got a new dog
called Pip.

e

Sort these words into the
word class table:
bought
cabbage
nouns

grumbled
smelly
adjectives

d
Can you spell these ei, ey or eigh words
correctly?

My grandma bakes
delicious cakes.

Having got taller:
______________
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Can you put the inverted
commas into the correct place
in this direct speech sentence?

a

"Mum, I’ve fallen and
hurt my knee!"

Mr Whoops has accidentally c
jumbled up a possessive
pronoun word. Can you help him
to unjumble it?
srhe
hers

Can you write a pair of
homophones to match the
clues?
A loud noise you might
make when you are in pain:
______________
Having got taller:
______________

b

Tick the sentence that is
written in present perfect
tense:
I have got a new dog
called Pip.

e

Sort these words into the
word class table:
delicate
friend

bought
cabbage

grumbled
smelly

verbs

nouns

adjectives

bought

friend

delicate

grumbled

cabbage

smelly

d
Can you spell these ei, ey or eigh words
correctly?

My grandma bakes
delicious cakes.

eight

reindeer

groan
grown
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Can you write this a
as a line of accurately
punctuated direct speech?
Mum, I’ve fallen and hurt
my knee!

Mr Whoops has
accidentally jumbled
up TWO possessive
pronoun words. Can you
help him to unjumble
them?
srhe

Can you write TWO pairs of
homophones to match the clues?
A loud noise you
might make when
you are in pain:
______________

To interfere
in someone
else’s business:
______________

Having got taller:
______________

You might win one
at the Olympics:
______________

c

Sort these words into the word class table:
delicate

bought

friend

cabbage

verbs

nouns

often
smelly
adverbs

e

grumbled
frantically
adjectives

htsrie

b

Re-write these
sentences in present
perfect tense:

d

Can you spell these ei, ey or eigh words
correctly?

I got a new dog called Pip















Leon paints a picture.
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Can you write this
as a line of accurately
punctuated direct speech?

a

Mum, I’ve fallen and hurt
my knee!
Accept accurate
speech
punctuation, e.g.
“Mum, I’ve fallen
and hurt my knee!”
screamed the
little girl.

Mr Whoops has
accidentally jumbled
up TWO possessive
pronoun words. Can you
help him to unjumble
them?
srhe

A loud noise you
might make when
you are in pain:
groan
______________

To interfere
in someone
else’s business:
______________
meddle

Having got taller:
grown
______________

You might win one
at the Olympics:
medal
______________

e

Sort these words into the word class table:
delicate

bought

friend

cabbage

often

grumbled

smelly

frantically

verbs

nouns

adverbs

adjectives

bought

friend

often

delicate

grumbled

cabbage

frantically

smelly

htsrie

hers

Can you write TWO pairs of
homophones to match the clues?

c

theirs

b

Re-write these
sentences in present
perfect tense:

d

Can you spell these ‘ei’ words correctly?

I got a new dog called Pip.
I have got a new dog
called Pip.
Leon paints a picture.
Leon has painted a

eight

reindeer

sleigh


picture.
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Mum, I’ve fallen and
hurt my knee!

a

Can you write this as
a line of accurately
punctuated direct speech?



Now, can you invent a
speech sentence for his
Mum’s reply?

Mr Whoops has
accidentally jumbled
up THREE possessive
pronoun words. Can you
help him to unjumble
them?

c

Can you spell these
ei, ey or eigh words
correctly?'

f

Leon paints a picture.


htsrie – 

Can you write another present perfect
sentence about one of your friends.

sit – 









b

A loud noise you might make when you are in pain: ________
Having got taller: ______________

d

I got a new dog called Pip.


srhe – 

Can you write TWO pairs of homophones to match the
clues?

Re-write these sentences in present
perfect tense:

e

Sort these words into the word class table:
delicate
friend
verbs

bought
cabbage
nouns

often
smelly
adverbs

grumbled
frantically
adjectives

To interfere in someone else’s business: ______________
You might win one at the Olympics: ______________
On the back of your mat, can you write clues for another
pair of homophone words for a friend to solve?

Challenge: On the back of your mat, can you write one sentence that uses
a word from each of the word classes.
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Mum, I’ve fallen and hurt
my knee!

a

Can you write this as a line
of accurately punctuated
direct speech?
Accept accurate speech
punctuation, e.g. “Mum, I’ve
fallen and hurt my knee!”
screamed the little girl.
Now, can you invent a speech
sentence for his Mum’s reply?
Any sensible reply with
accurate speech
punctuation, e.g. “Oh
you poor thing,” said
Mum sympathetically.

Mr Whoops has
accidentally jumbled
up THREE possessive
pronoun words. Can you
help him to unjumble
them?
srhe – 
htsrie – 
sit – 

c

f

Leon paints a picture.
Leon has painted a picture.
Can you write another present perfect
sentence about one of your friends.
Accept any present perfect tense sentence
with has/have followed by the past
participle of the verb, e.g. Molly has
cracked an egg.

its

b

A loud noise you might make when you are in pain: ________
groan

meddle
To interfere in someone else’s business: ______________

Can you spell these
‘ei’ words correctly?

I have got a new dog called Pip.

theirs

Having got taller: ______________
grown

d

I got a new dog called Pip.

hers

Can you write TWO pairs of homophones to match the
clues?

Re-write these sentences in present
perfect tense:

e

Sort these words into the word class table:
verbs

nouns

adverbs

adjectives

bought

friend

often

delicate

grumbled

cabbage

frantically

smelly

You might win one at the Olympics: ______________
medal

Challenge: On the back of your mat, can you write one sentence that uses
a word from each of the word classes.

On the back of your mat, can you write clues for another
pair of homophone words for a friend to solve?

Accept a sentence with a word from each column, e.g. Often, Granny
grumbled that the cooking cabbage was too smelly.
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